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Tools for the Trade
The latest in adhesives
By Lauren Moore

Although locking systems are an increas-
ingly popular installation option, there are
still plenty of flooring products that require
the use of an adhesive. But adhesives aren’t
a one-size-fits-all product, and different
materials require different solutions. Hav-
ing the right adhesive for the job is a crucial
tool for a successful installation, and thanks
to advances in technology and material de-
velopment, today’s adhesives are capable of
taking on common installation issues and
meeting a multitude of needs.

Moisture Mitigation
“Today’s adhesives offer an unprecedent-

ed level of peace of mind,
with an emphasis on superior
resistance to slab moisture,”
said David Jackson, vice pres-
ident of field technical ser-
vices with DriTac.

The industry is seeing a
major push for adhesives
with little or no moisture
limitations, as moisture in
concrete is a major concern
for installers. While water-
proof and water-resistant
technology has made leaps
and bounds on flooring ma-
terials’ surfaces and cores,
protecting the underside
from moisture remains an
issue. “For most flooring,
even though waterproof is
the buzzword out there, the underside
still needs to be protected,” shared Dean-
na Summers, marketing specialist and ac-
count manager with MP Global. “People
think of waterproof flooring from a top-
ical situation, but over time, vapor that
comes up through concrete subfloors can
create delamination or other issues.”

Jim Whitfield, director of technical
services with Mapei, said adhesives are
making strides in this space thanks to
better technology with moisture-cured, si-
lane-modified, hybrid-polymer adhesives.
“They do perform if used properly, you re-
ally must maintain 100 percent coverage of
the adhesive between the concrete and the
flooring. That can be difficult,” he acknowl-
edged. “Moisture in concrete is a major
concern and the best way to be assured the
floorcovering won’t have any issues due to
moisture is still a properly installed epoxy
moisture barrier.”

staying sustainable
Another buzzword in the flooring space

is sustainability — and it’s not limited to
the flooring itself. Raw materials shortages
are having an impact on adhesive devel-
opment, Whitfield said. As a result, “Ure-
thane verses non-urethane adhesive solu-
tions are at the forefront of the engineered
wood flooring industry.”

Alternatives to urethanes are becoming
more widespread, including double-sided
adhesive tape for flooring that allows for
rapidly and permanently installing pre-
finished engineered or solid wood planks,
as well as water-based glues specifically

formulated for engineered wood floors.
These glues are generally considered much
easier to install and easier to clean up than
urethane adhesives, Whitfield shared.
“Non-urethane adhesives are very green,
low in VOCs, and good for the installer as
well as building occupants.”

Gary Scheidker, director of technical
services with Taylor Adhesives, added that
the benefits of modified urethane adhe-
sives also extend to protecting the integ-
rity of an installation, particularly when it
comes to prefinished hardwood. “Modified
urethanes give you the benefits of mois-
ture-cured urethanes without the disad-
vantages. Most prefinished hardwoods
have a urethane finish, and the isocyenate
content in urethanes can attack those fin-
ishes, leaving etching or ghosting. If that
embeds into the finish, you’ll see a slight
difference in texture. If the installer leaves
a thumbprint or smear, and doesn’t get it

off the plank quick enough, that’s going to
be a point of contention.”

In further contributing to green build-
ing efforts without compromising on per-
formance, modern adhesives have been en-
gineered to contain zero VOCs or solvents,
DriTac’s Jackson said.

As a leader in performance and sustain-
ability, Stauf offers a range of installation
tools including adhesives for hardwood,
resilient and even sports flooring. The com-
pany’s hardwood adhesives are available in
urethane, polymer and other formats. And,
several of these adhesives have been recog-
nized by The Association for the Control of
Emissions for Products in Flooring Installa-
tion (GEV) for low emissions.

Hubert Steinberg, executive manager,
SCHÖNOX NAM / ABDM IF Europe
South, pointed out that recent advances
in sustainability go beyond adhesive tech-

nology and extend into pro-
duction, such as water and
energy conservation.

But sustainability extends
beyond a product or manu-
facturer’s environmental im-
pact. “Demand for building
solutions that are safe and
clean for the work environ-
ment and account for install-
er ergonomic effects is higher
than ever before. For manu-
facturers, making installa-
tions easier on the installer
is a core focus of new prod-
uct design and innovation,”
shared Art Mintie, senior
technical services director
with Laticrete. “For us, this
means evaluating our solu-

tions not just for their performance on the
project outcome, but for how they impact
the health and safety of the workers who
install our products every day.”

Mintie pointed to a shift toward light-
er weight products as an example of how
manufacturers are addressing the impor-
tance of providing safe, healthy solutions
for installers. “Lighter weight products are
no longer considered simply ‘nice to have’;
they are in demand because they are less
of a hazard for workers and decrease the
weight of tile installation systems that are
typically quite heavy,” he said. “Increas-
ingly, manufacturers are providing low-
weight solutions that don’t compromise
the performance of well-known installa-
tion materials. This can be beneficial for
the installer and also have an impact on
the overall effectiveness of the worksite,
speeding up installation times and allevi-
ating labor costs.”

Stauf adhesives can boost a floor's performance. .




